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NOTIFICATION OF EXCLUSIVE DEALING 

To the Australian Competition and Consumer Commission: 

Notice is hereby given, in accordance with subsection 93 (1) of the Competition and 
Consumer Act 2010, of particulars of conduct or of proposed conduct of a kind 
referred to subsections 47 (2), (3), (4), (5), (6), (7), (8) or (9) of that Act in which the 
person giving notice engages or proposes to engage. 

PLEASE FOLLOW DIRECTIONS ON BACK OF THIS FORM 

1. Applicant 

(a) Name of person giving notice: 
(Refer to direction 2) 

• Australian Da iry Farmers Ltd 
• United Da iry Farmers of Victoria, a division of Victorian Farmers Federation 

• NSW Farmers Association 

• Queensland Dairyfarmers Organisation 

• South Austral ian Dairy Farmers Association Inc. 

• Tasman ian Farmer and Graziers Association 

• Western Australian Farmers Federation (Inc.) 

(b) Short description of business carried on by that person: 
(Refer to direction 3) 

Australian Dairy Farmers Ltd (ADF)Is the n tlonal peak policy and advocacy body 
(lobby group) for Australian dairy farmers. 

United Dairy Farmers of Victoria , NSW Farmers Association, Queensland 
Dalryfarmers Organisation, South Australian Dairy Farmers Association Inc., 
Tasmanian Farmer and Grazlers Association, and Western Australian Farmers 
Federation (Inc.) are the State Farmer Or8an isatlons (SFOs) that are members of 
ADF and provide policy, advocacy and other services to their dairy farmer 
members in the relevant State. 

(c) Address in Australia for service of documents on that person: 

Level 2, Swann House 

22 William Street 

Melbourne ' 

Victoria 3000 
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2. 	 Notified arrangement 

(a) 	 Description of the goods or services in relation to the supply or acquisition 
of which this notice relates: 

The core services to which this notice relates are membership of AOF and 
the SFOs, and the services provided, or to be provided by ADF and the 
SFOs to their dairy farmer members including: 

• 	 Development of industry policies on a range of issues affecting 
dairy farm businesses such as natural resource management 
(carbon tax, water), animal health and welfare, trade and market 
conditions and skilled workforce planning, and 

• 	 Using the developed policy pOSitions as the basis for advocacy 
(lobbying) to State and Federal governments in order to influence 
policy or regulatory outcomes that impact on farming bUSinesses. 

ADF is currently constituted with membership from the following six State 
Farmer Organisations: 
• 	 United Dalryfarmers of Victoria, a division of Victorian Farmers 

Federation 

• 	 NSW Farmers Association 
• 	 Queensland Dalryfarmers Organisation 
• 	 South Australian Dairy Farmers AssocIation Inc. 
• 	 Tasmanian Farmer and Grazlers Association 
• 	 Western Australian Farmers Federation (Inc.) 

These SFOs are currently the only members of ADF. ADF does not have 
any members who are themselves dairy farmers. ADF and the SFOs 
propose to offer dual membership to dairy farmers. Existing (or new) 
dairy farmer members of a SFO will be also offered membership of ADF. 
Dairy farmers will have the opportunity to be members of both ADF and 
the relevant SFO. 

(b) 	 Description of the conduct or proposed conduct: 
(Refer to dirl!clion 4) 

Under an ADF restructure proposal, ADF intends to have two classes of 
membership: direct farmers members (class A members) and the SFOs 
listed above (class B members). 

The proposed mechanism for offering direct farmer membership of ADF is: 
• 	 Dairy farmers who are existing members of a SFO will be offered 

direct membership in AOF, 
• 	 Dairy farmers who are not members of a SFO will be offered direct 

membership In both the SFO and ADF, 
• 	 The fee for a dairy farmer to be a member of ADF will (at least 

Initially) be $0, 
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• 	 The fee for a SFO to remain a member of ADF will remain 
unchanged and continue to be calculated by reference to the milk 
supplied In the relevant State, 

• 	 The fee for a dairy farmer to be, or remain a member of the 
relevant SFO wi ll remain unchanged, 

• 	 Dairy farmers may elect whether to become or remain a member 
of ADF or the relevant SFO, but membership of ADF will be 
conditional on the dairy farmer also being a member of the 
relevant SFO. 

The requirement that a dairy farmer who wishes to become a member of 
ADF must also be a member of the relevant SFO could constitute exclusive 
dealing (third line forcing) within the meaning of section 47(6) or 47(7) of 
the Competition and Consumer Act 2010. 

3. 	 Persons, or classes of persons, affected or likely to be affected by the 
notified conduct 

(a) 	 Class or classes of persons to which the conduct relates: 
(Refer to direction 5) 

Australia' s dairy farmers who w ish to become members of ADF. 

(b) 	 Number of those persons: 

(i) At present time: 

Dairy farms might be operated by multiple dairy farmers who would be 
eligible for membership of ADF. The exact number of dairy farmers in 
Australia who would be eligible for membership of ADF under the proposal 
is not known. 

(ii) Estimated within the next year: 
(Refer to direction 6) 

The number of dairy farmers who will elect to become members of ADF 
within the next year is not known . 

However existing membership of the six SFOs comprises an average of 
approximately 45% of national milk production. 

It is estimated that approximately 400 dairy farmers will elect to become 
members of ADF within the next year. 

(e) 	 Where number of persons stated in item 3 (b) (i) is less than 50, their names 
and addresses: 

N/A 
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4. Public benefit claims 

(a) Arguments in support of notification: (Refer to direction 7) 

ADF and each SFO are not· for-profit organisations who represent and promote 
the Interests of their dairy farmer members. They do so by providing strong 
leadership for the continued growth of Internationally competitive, innovative 
and sustainable dairy farm businesses. ADF acts on policy issues of a national 
(or multl·State) nature, while SFOs act on policy issues related to their 
respective States. As such, the scope of policy and advocacy activity between 
ADF and Its respective SFO members Is clearly delineated . 

To protect and promote the Interests of dairy farmers In Australia it Is 
Important that they be represented by farmer organisations that are financially 
sustainable. The proposal to restructure ADF is designed to ensure the 
financial sustainability of ADF and each SFO In order to promote the Interests 
of dairy farmers in Australia . Dairy farmers may elect whether to become 
members of ADF and the relevant SFO. Membership Is entirely voluntary. 

(b) Facts and evidence relied upon in support of these claims: [insert details} 

As indicated in the section 4(a) above, the major driver for pursuing the ADF 
restructure proposal is financial sustalnability of member services at state and 
national levels. A steady decline in farmer membership of representative 
bodies over the years from nearly 100% in the industry regulated environment 
of the post war decades, to appro)(imately 45% In 2011, may reach a point in 
some states, where the critical mass of membership to support the capacity of 
state organisations to provide members services may be in question. 

The proposed membership model whereby membership of ADF Is conditional 
on the dairy farmer also being a member of the relevant SFO is essential to 
ensure the support of ADF's SFO's shareholders to the restructure proposal, 
which in turn Is necessary for ADF's survival. 

ADF has a long history of successfully fighting for the collective benefit of dairy 
farmers on many fronts - trade, natural resource management and animal 
health and welfare issues among them, and it is for this reason that the 
incentive to restructure the ADF to sustain its ability to do so is presented. 

Some recent examples of ADF's successful advocacy and Influence in policy 
debates include: 
• Water -	 the ADF has actively participated in and helped shape the water 

debate on several fronts. Most notably an the Murray Darling Basin (MDB) 

the ADF has been the key voice for dairy farmers to governments, the MOB 

Authority and the community. Six separate submissions on this matter have 

been lodged over the past 18 months, and the ADF will continue to actively 
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voice the industry's views following the issue of the revised MDB plan in 

November 2011 . 

• Carbon pricing - Under ADIC, ADF was Instrumental in deflecting the 

Government's previously proposed Carbon Pollution Reduction Scheme, on 

the basis that indirectly, the average cost per farm for implementing the 

scheme would have been around $9000. ADF is also currently lobbying the 

Government against aspects of the recently passed carbon tax legislation, 

which similarly is estimated to pass unreasonable costs onto dairy farm 

businesses . 

• Animal health - AOF was a key partner in Industry and government efforts 

over the past 15 years to eradicate the disease Enzootic Bovine leukosis (EBl) 

from the Australian dairy herd. Official 'provisional freedom' status was 

gained In 2010. The benefits for Industry mean Improved market access and 

dramatically reduced costs of EBl monitoring. 

5. 	 Market definition 
Provide a description of the market(s) in which the goods or services described 
at 2 (a) are supplied or acquired and other atfected markets including: 
significant suppliers and acquirers; substitutes available for the relevant goods 
or services; any restriction on the supply or acquisition of the relevant goods or 
services (for example geographic or legal restrictions): (Refer 10 direction 8) 

The market in which the relevant services are provided is the market for 
member services to dairy farmers in Australia of the type refe rred to in section 
2(a) above. 

6. Public detriments 

(a) Detriments to the public resulting or likely to result from the 
notification, in particular the likely effect of the notified conduct on the prices 
of the goods or services described at 2 (a) above and the prices of goods or 
services in other affected markets: (Refer to direction 9) 

We do not anticipate any public detriment resulting from th notification. The 
fee for a dairy farmer to be or remain a member of the relevant SFO will not 
change and the fee for a dairy farmer to also be a member of AOF wi ll (at least 
initially) be $0. 

(b) Facts and evidence relevant to these detriments: 

N/A - as indicated in 6(a), we do not anticipate that public detriment wil l 
result from the proposed membership structure. As indicated in section 4(a), 
membership of ADF and the relevant SOFa is entirely voluntary and for ADF 
membership imposes no additional cost. 
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7. Further information 

(a) Name, postal address and contact telephone details of the person 
authorised to provide additional information in relation to this notification: 

Mr Chris Griffin 

President 

Australian Dairy Farmers Ltd 

(03) 8621 4200 

Ms Natalie Collard 

Ch let Executive OffIcer 

Australian Dairy Farmers Ltd 

(03) 8621 4200 

Dated 5 December 2011 
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Signed by/on behalf of the applicants 

~... . · •• n .. . r.-~ ..........':'..... 

(Signature) 

K~.~ .~ ~. ...1,..... .. .L . ~ ..~ .. ......CC..\. ~ ...... ....\... .. .. .. .. 

(Full Name) 

~ .'....~t ....~ ..u.... ~:. .l:-.......... .'. ~............ .. .~~. ~·'. V~·C' \( \ \ , . 

(Organisation) 

~E"I c.t.c \I l,................................ .. ...... .............................. ....... . 

(Position in Organisation) 


2 ?L- ? 
C 
......... ... .I ......-:..... --:.:"::'::"::: .................. ... ..... .. .. ... . 


(Signature) 

.............t.:~~ ?~:-?:~... ... ../..£.~..~~..~.~ ... ... ... ......... . 

(Full Name) 

....... (: ~ .. (?/~ .1..(!.~..~!..J .............. .. .......... 

(Organisation) 

......1?1..0:.y.: .. .....~1:-. <?7~::. ~::... ...?(f.. . ~.:.~~",.. ,r 
(Position in Organisation) 

3 .. {).!i3.~~ ......... ................ 

(Signature) 

..0. ft.:~.<.!), ... ~f.~.'.IJ. ../} .?:/'!..I!.I!-:P. ..... (?~1?!!1!.':'!. .. 
(Full Name) 

5OV1H IhYJffJ.. IiUlpJ {J/J I i<..Yf IlRMtl<SI ........... .. .. ...... .............. .. .. ... ..... ..... .. ..... .... .. ........ .... 

(Organisation) 


p(J.. f?:} I D /1)1................ .. ... ..... .... ........ ... ... ..... .......... ...... ... ...... ... 

(Position in Organisation) 


~1~~'!.;{~ ·~fk ·· · ·····H H .. 

..1i&41~~ ..£~....... .../~~~................. 

(Full Name) 

.. ..IY.~. ?:!.~.r.!f.. . 'Y'..1.lf.~... .0.~€~...1.I!.,..... 
(Organisation) 

.......P.!..ff.11.1.Y.. ............................. .. ....... ... ...... . 

(Position in Organisation) 

5 ........~-C1.... A~~.....:.. .............. .. 

(Signature) 

AOSTCO . COiVl PEf"ITION & 
NSUMER COMMISSION 

~r=l o"','r.;.~E 

• 5 DEC 2011 
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......!3~J. .1.1. .. . .j'/?O' /:u... .'?. ...L.~. ?1:~.ll.l:!lI 
(Full Name) 

...a .1.4:EI!.M .? '. H.'Il. .....o..l~l£B~.. .~~AHI lor ,OI' I 
(Organisation) 

... ..J.?ZJ--:$. JJ.?Iit:-! T... ...... ... ... .. .... ..... ..... ... .... .. .. ... .. 

(Position in Organisation) 

~ . -1 , 

6 .. ... L<............. ...... .. .. ............................... ..... 

(Signature) 

(D&c/?' SW.4,;o..)......... .. ..... .... .... ... .... ... .... ... , .... .. ....... ., ............. ...... . 
(Full Name) 

'T1t'S.I'l"I,ltN,/'tW r«~..,~d -LGlufl./O"l · t1St;.OC ...·lT IO .J ... , .......... ... .... ...... ....... ............ ........ ..... ...... ....... .... . 
(Organisation) 
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(Position in Organisation) 
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7 ...... ......... .. ...... ~~:11.:,,.':'..~..... ..... .. ........ ..... .. 

(Signature) 

. .H f? / ) r.~. ?/:/t! ~~.. ..[ ~. t.~ . (~...5..~ (, f..'::~~ .~( 
(Full Name) 
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(Organisation) ~ 
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(Position in Organisation) 
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DIRECTIONS 

I. 	 In lodging this form, applicants must include all information, including supporting 
evidence that they wish the Commission to take into account in assessing their 
notification. 

Where there is insufficient space on this form to furnish the required information, 
the information is to be shown on separate sheets, numbered consecutively and 
signed by or on behalf of the appl icant. 

2. 	 If the notice is given by or on behalf of a corporation, the name of the corporation 
is to be inserted in item 1 (a), not the name of the person signing the notice, and 
the notice is to be signed by a person authorised by the corporation to do so. 

3. 	 Describe that part of the business of the person giving the notice in the course of 
the which the conduct is engaged in. 

4. 	 If particulars of a condition or of a reason of the type referred to in section 47 of 
the Competition and Comumer Act 20) 0 have been reduced in whole or in part to 
writing, a copy of the writing is to be provided with the notice. 

5. 	 Describe the business or consumers likely to be affected by the conduct. 

6. 	 State an estimate of the highest number of persons with whom the entity giving 
the notice is likely to deal in the course of engaging in the conduct at any time 
during the next year. 

7. 	 Provide details of those public benefits claimed to result or to be likely to result 
from the proposed conduct including quantification of those benefits where 
possible. 

8. 	 Provide details of the market(s) likely to be affected by the notified conduct, in 
particular having regard to goods or services that may be substitutes for the good 
or service that is the subject matter of the notification. 

9. 	 Provide details of the detriments to the public which may result from the proposed 
conduct including quantification of those detriments where possible. 
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